
Chilliwack River Advisory Group Meeting - May 13, 2013 at the Forestry Office in Chwk 

Attendance list: Jack Bryceland (Fed Mtn Club of BC), Alan Dickey (WCSC), Tom Timmerman (DSBC), Mark Gray 

(MCC), Rhyne Walton (FVCD), Wally Klammer (GVMC), Sam Waddington (FMCBC), Scott Davis-Fisch (FVMBA), Leon 

Lebrun (Trails BC), Kevin Koopmans (FVMBA), Kelly Pearce (Hope Mtn Center Outdoor Learning), Gar Chretien 

(4WDABC), Kim Reeves (4WDABC), 

Brian Remple (Chwk SC), Cal Kaytor (SWATT), Mike Overhoff (DSBC), Adam Frey (Van Kayak Club), Dean Jesiak 

(RNATV, ATVBC), Karin Smith (BCHBC), Rose Schroeder (Horse Council BC) 

 

Meeting opened by Mike Peters at 7:11 p.m. with introduction of the nights speaker: Gwen Barlee from the Wilderness 

Committee (Policy Director). Gwen was speaking on Run of River projects (also known as IPP’s - independent power 

projects or CEP’s - clean energy projects) 

 

- history: how did we get to 800 projects today?  There was a “gold rush” of applications in 2001-2 to  

  stake projects as BC Hydro started to de-regulate. 

- good website: http://www.ippwatch.info/w/ 

- a concern is that projects under 50 megawatts generated don’t need to do an Environmental  

  Assessment. 

- there is a problem with the “gold rush” effect because the gov’t doesn’t have enough manpower to  

  police non-compliance and lacks baseline fish assessment assessments and has an inappropriate  

  fish monitoring program.  DFO has been downsized and Fisheries Act weakened. 

- concern with some IPP’s being classified as minor tenures so have lower einvrionmental standards  

  applied. 

- Bill 30 (sometimes called the Ashlu Bill) removed the right of Municipalities to say no to private  

  projects on rivers in BC. 

- Bill 38: Environmental Assesment Act was rewritten and weakened. 

- concern that BC currently has no strategic Plan process to manage these projects environmentally. 

- Is BC Hydro really broken? 

- IPP’s need an Energy Purchase Agreement (contracts) with BC Hydro. When cheap power is  

  available in spring, BC Hydro can’t take advantage of it because it is locked into these contracts at    

  higher rates. 

- Currently there is a 500 Mgwatt surplus of power in BC.  IPP’s are not dependable.  Question do we  

  really need the power from IPP’s? 

 

Regular meeting started at 8:00 p.m. 

 

1.  Mike P will forward any IPP applications that come to his desk to CRAG members 

 

2.  Budget - update for 2013-14.  A little less than last year. Not much change from what was reported last month.  Don’t 

know yet about the half-time Auxillary staff person.  Everyone agrees Chwk needs one.  Switch from HST back to GST 

will hurt to the amount of approx 8000.00. 

 

3.  Trail Counter - update.  Dean has been setting them up.  5 left to install as there were delivered incomplete so parts 

had to be ordered.  

 

4.  Communication - please remember to circulate minutes when received.  Sam Waddington advised members that he 

is writing a column for the Chwk Progress about Recreation (issues and events) so if you have anything send to Sam at 

sam@mtwaddingtons.com 

 

5.  Update from District 

a) Tim Horton’s Camp - dollars allotted has become a campaign promise which could mean a delay  

     depending on the May 14 election results.  Should be a go and an improved road could result if  

     the camp is built.  Concern: motorized use of the road will depend on designation: Forest Service  

     or Highways if paved.   

http://www.ippwatch.info/w/
mailto:sam@mtwaddingtons.com


 

b)  Chwk River Valley staging areas - Tamahi (budget 2014) and Chwk Bench.  Chwk Bench got  

     Capital funding for 2013.  Arch studies are done.  Referrals next.  Pending First Nations approval. 

 

c)  Vedder Mtn Trails Day - Trail building school by Gravity Logic hosted by Vedder Mtn Trails Assoc. 

     Flyer has been sent around.  Go to www.vmta.ca for more details and to register. 

 

d)  New Site and trail proposed establishments Harrison and Shovel Creek - will be done shortly. 

     Harrison has become bigger and more complicated with many partners.  Minister of Ag wants a  

     background report because of ALR lands. 

 

e)  Sayers Lake update - grand opening was today.  There is a host 24/7.  Seeing lots of use already  

     and should help improve the area.  

 

f)  Blue Mountain Staging Area update - work should begin in June. 

 

g)  Herrling Island - Forestry needs to see what happens with Kreuger (for sale) and the TFL (Timber  

     Forest License).  Referrals still need doing. 

 

h)  Chwk Auxillary position update - discussed above. 

 

i)  Tamahi’s old shelter -  needs replacing: looking to rafting or kayaking community for help.  Action:  

    Adam F suggested that Rob Fletcher (Chwk Center of Excellence) talk with Mike and offered  

    to ask him to call Mike P. 

 

j)   Chainsaw Course update - no dates set as there has been no response from BC Forest Safety  

     Council on an available instructor.  Suggestion that Mike P talk to Tony Lalonde or the Arborists of  

     Canada. 

 

6.  New Topics 

 

a.  Insurance and new Volunteer Agreements - insurance only applies on “established” trails. 

     Question: about stacking policies as most groups have their own insurance policy as well. 

     Question: will insurance apply on trails that have a Section 57? 

     Suggestion: that Clubs pick their main trails and start the process of getting them established. 

     Question: now we as volunteers have Section 56 for building a new trail and getting it established, 

     a Section 57 for maintaining an already existing trail and a Volunteer Agreement for ?? 

 

b. FYI -  there is a new slide up the Tamahi Road at about 2 Km and barricades have been set up. 

 

c. Provincial Trails Strategy - apparently signed off but there was no fanfare?  Minister retired the day after signing. 

 

d. Chehalis Creek Rec Site - 13 sites need to be rebuilt.  Could ATV and 4WD help in August 2013? 

 

e. Salisbury Lake - old wooden bridge was pulled out and road deactivated at the steel bridge so access to far side of the  

    lake has been lost temporarily. 

 

f. Seasonal Policing will start in the Chwk River Valley Friday May 17 2013. 

 

7.  Date of Next Meeting - June 24, 2013 at 7:00 p.m. at Forestry Office.  Speaker suggestion: Industry (Teal Cedar or  

     Lakeside or Community Policing?) 
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